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Abstract — dc to dc converters are used to change the input voltage level to a desired output voltage level less (Buck converter) or more (Boost converter) than the input voltage magnitude. This paper proposes a novel method for increasing output power by utilizing two storage elements as well as reducing the output ripple voltage for Buck and Boost converters. In this improved converters, two inductors are used for feeding the load by two independent switches. One inductor charges up by the source voltage while another inductor is discharging its energy into the load during this time. The output power production is almost doubled while the ripple voltage is reduced by a factor of two when compared to a conventional dc to dc converter. This paper provides the analysis, simulation, experimental results as well as the comparison with conventional Buck and Boost converters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In several power conversion applications, it is required to convert a constant dc voltage source to a variable output dc voltage. This is performed by dc-dc converters [1]-[3]. In other words, the dc-dc converter is similar to transformer in the ac systems. These converters are used in several applications such as regulated DC power supplies, renewable energy systems, electrical vehicles, cranes, distributed generation systems, and power factor correction process [4]-[8]. In past decade, several studies have been done about reducing the output voltage ripple of dc-dc converters [9]-[15]. Changing structure of the converter using new topology can improve the operation of the converter. A good design requires special attentions to many circuit parameters such as voltage ripple, maximum current of each element, power losses, voltage stress, and etc. These parameters usually have tradeoff in such way that improving of one parameter might have a big effect on another parameter. For example, in a Buck converter with one switch, reduce voltage ripple reduction is accomplished by select a bigger capacitor at the output but the transient time, as well as cost will increase. In order to decrease power losses in the power switches, one can decrease the switching frequency but this process will increase ripple voltage and can adverse effect on the output voltage waveform. In this paper, a novel configuration of Buck converter and a novel configuration of Boost converter are introduced which operate under current continuous mode of operation (CCM) [16]. In this configuration by utilizing two storage devices will have less damaging effects on circuit parameters. These novel converters has two inductors two switches which can improve several factors over conventional converters by considering a delay time between these two switches which will be explained in the next section. These factors are namely; output voltage ripple, maximum input current, transient time, and maximum of transferable power.

II. OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLE OF THE CONVERTERS

Figs. 1 and 2 show the topologies of the new Buck and Boost converters respectively.

Each topology composed of two inductors (i.e. L1, L2), two diodes (i.e. D1, D2) and two switches (i.e. S1, S2). In experimental cases these ideal switches can be replaced by power transistors. These switches have the same switching frequency (f) and duty cycle (D) in PWM applications [1]. The only difference between these switches is that one switch has a delay time; this delay time is half of the switching period (T/2) as shown in Fig. 3 when D is smaller than 0.5 and is shown in Fig. 4 when D is larger than 0.5.
Every state for each new converter is explained in following manner;

State 1: In this state, S1, S2 are turned on. Both inductors (L1, L2) are charging up. D1, D2 are in reversed bias mode. This condition only can happen when D > 0.5.

State 2: In this state, S1 is switched off and L1 is discharging into the load by forward biasing of diode D1. S2 is turned on, L2 is charging up and D2 is in reversed bias mode.

State 3: In this state, S1 is turned on; L1 is charging up and D1 is in reversed bias mode. S2 is switched off and L2 is discharging in the path that contains L2, load and D2.

State 4: In this state, S1, S2 are turned off. Both inductors (L1, L2) are discharging into the load by forward biasing of two diodes D1 and D2. This condition can only occur when D < 0.5.

All these states for each three novel converters can be summarized in table I.

As mentioned in the above, at any moment, the load is being fed by two independent paths. Hence, for a given voltage level it can transfer more power in comparison with conventional converters.

A. The new Buck Converter

While S1 is switched on, the voltage drops on L1 which is \( V_{in} - V_{out} \) will take DT seconds. When S1 is switched off, the voltage drops on L1 during this time is \( -V_{out} \) and it will take \((1-D)T\) seconds. So:

\[
(V_{in} - V_{out})DT + V_{out}(1-D)T = 0 \quad (1)
\]

Therefore the expression for the input voltage \( V_{in} \) and the average of output voltage \( V_{out} \) can be summarized as:

\[
V_{out} = DV_{in} \quad (2)
\]

While L1 is charging up, its current increases from \( I_{L1, min} \) to \( I_{L1, max} \). Thus current variation for L1 can be expressed as:

\[
\Delta I_{L1} = I_{L1, max} - I_{L1, min} \quad (3)
\]
The duration of this condition is:

\[ V_{in} - V_{out} = L_1 \left( \Delta I_{L1} / DT \right) \]  

Similarly, for L2:

\[ \Delta I_{L2} = I_{L2, \text{max}} - I_{L2, \text{min}} \]  

And:

\[ V_{in} - V_{out} = L_2 \left( \Delta I_{L2} / DT \right) \]  

It is assumed that this novel Buck converter is operating in continuous current mode and \( L_1 = L_2 = L \), therefore the equations for minimum and maximum inductors current with the load \( R \) are:

\[ I_{L1, \text{max}} = \left( \frac{DV_{in}}{2RL} \right) \left( L + (1.5-D)RT \right) \]  
\[ I_{L1, \text{min}} = \left( \frac{DV_{in}}{2RL} \right) \left( L + (D-0.5)RT \right) \]  
\[ I_{L2, \text{max}} = \left( \frac{DV_{in}}{2RL} \right) \left( L + (0.5-D)RT \right) \]  
\[ I_{L2, \text{min}} = \left( \frac{DV_{in}}{2RL} \right) \left( L + (D-1.5)RT \right) \]  

B. Analysis of the New Boost Converter

While \( S_1 \) is switched on, the voltage drops on \( L_1 \) is \( V_{in} \) and it takes \( DT \) seconds. When \( S_1 \) is switched off, the voltage drops on \( L_1 \) is \( V_{in} - V_{out} \) and it takes \((1-D)T\) seconds. So:

\[ V_{in} DT + (V_{in} - V_{out})(1-D)T = 0 \]  

Therefore the expression for the input voltage \( V_{in} \) and the average of output voltage \( V_{out} \) can be summarized as:

\[ V_{out} = V_{in} / (1-D) \]  

While \( L_1 \) is charging up, its current increases from \( I_{L1, \text{min}} \) to \( I_{L1, \text{max}} \). Thus current variation for \( L_1 \) can be expressed as:

\[ \Delta I_{L1} = I_{L1, \text{max}} - I_{L1, \text{min}} \]  

The duration for this condition is:

\[ V_{in} = L_1 \left( \Delta I_{L1} / DT \right) \]  

Similarly, for L2:

\[ \Delta I_{L2} = I_{L2, \text{max}} - I_{L2, \text{min}} \]  

And:

\[ V_{in} = L_2 \left( \Delta I_{L2} / DT \right) \]  

It is assumed that this novel Boost converter is operating in continuous current mode and also \( L_1 = L_2 = L \). The equations for minimum and maximum of inductors current with \( R \) as the load are:

\[ I_{L1, \text{max}} = \left( \frac{DV_{in}}{4RL(1-D)^2} \right) \left( 2L + RTD(1-D)^2 \right) \]  
\[ I_{L1, \text{min}} = \left( \frac{DV_{in}}{4RL(1-D)^2} \right) \left( 2L - RTD(1-D)^2 \right) \]  
\[ I_{L2, \text{max}} = I_{L1, \text{max}} \]  
\[ I_{L2, \text{min}} = I_{L1, \text{min}} \]  

This circuit simulated by MATLAB. The inductors currents for the each novel topology are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

IV. Advantages and Simulation Results

In this section some of the benefits that can be obtained from the novel configurations in comparison to the conventional converters are presented.

The conventional Buck and Boost are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 respectively. The maximum and minimum of inductor current equations are presented in (21) and (22) for conventional Buck converter and also in (23) and (24) for conventional Boost converter, respectively.

Fig. 8. The Conventional Buck Converter

Fig. 9. The Conventional Boost Converter
The first advantage of these novel converters is that their maximum ripples voltage which is almost half as much as the conventional converters. This is summarized in Table II, and shown in Figs. 10 and 11 respectively for Buck and Boost converters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Converter</th>
<th>Voltage ripple of conventional converter</th>
<th>Voltage ripple of Novel Converter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buck</td>
<td>( RTVinl L(D(1-D)) )</td>
<td>( Vinl (1-D) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boost</td>
<td>( V_m / (2RL(1-D)^2) )</td>
<td>( V_m / [2RL(1-D)^2] )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Novel Buck converter has a special trait. The ripple voltage of this converter is almost zero when duty cycle is 0.5. This is driven from Table 2 and is obtained at Fig. 12.

The second advantage is the ratio of the maximum inductor current in the novel converters presented by equations (7) and (17) respectively to the maximum of inductor current equations in conventional converters presented in (21) and (23) respectively which show higher attainable current magnitude almost doubled for the new converter circuits. Hence, for a given voltage level, the maximum of transferable power increases by a factor of two.

The third advantage is the maximum current out of voltage source in the novel converters when \( D < 0.5 \), is almost half of the maximum input current in a conventional converters. Of course only novel Buck converters have this advantage; in the novel Boost converter, the input current is continues. This issue is simulated by MATLAB and is shown in Figs. 13 and 14.
The fourth advantage is related to power losses regarding the power switches. In these novel converters the power losses are almost half of the power losses in conventional converters. This issue has been achieved for two reasons. first is the maximum of inductors current in novel converter is almost half of the maximum of inductors current in conventional converters and the second one is the power losses in each switch is proportion to square of current, I, flowing through them where I is the switch current.

Finally, the last advantage obtained is related to the transient response time. It is smaller than the response time of the conventional dc to dc converters. This fact is shown in Figs 15 and 16 for these novel converters.

![Graph showing the response time of Buck and Boost converters](image)

**Fig. 15. The response time of Buck converter**

![Graph showing the response time of Buck and Boost converters](image)

**Fig. 16. The response time of Boost converter**

V. **EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

These novel converters are built in the laboratory and their circuits are shown in Fig. 17.

![Image of the circuit structures](image)

**Fig. 17. The circuit structures**

The currents of the two inductors for the novel converters are obtained shown as Figs. 18 and 19.

![Graph showing currents in Buck converter](image)

**Fig. 18. \( I_{L1} \) and \( I_{L2} \) Currents in time division=5us for Buck Converter**

![Graph showing currents in Boost converter](image)

**Fig. 19. \( I_{L1} \) and \( I_{L2} \) Currents in time division=5us for Boost Converter**

Figs. 20 and 21 show the comparison between the output voltages of converters with a conventional one having the same load value.
Fig. 20. Output Voltage of: 
A) Conventional Buck 
B) The novel Buck

Fig. 21. Output Voltage of: 
A) Conventional Boost 
B) The novel Boost

All Figs. have been obtained by laboratory experiment which shows the same results as the ones obtained through simulations.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents successfully the analysis, simulation, experimental results of new configurations of two novel dc to dc converters. It then continues with the comparison with conventional converters. The novel converters show higher output power (almost twice as much) as well as lower ripple factor (half) when compared to the conventional converters.
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